Dr. Kalam played a pioneering role in making India's defence and space systems self-reliant.

The Vice President said that Kalam pushed all aspects of science and technology to a great extent.

The Vice President said he met Kalam among the first five occasions he had been in the country and was convinced that the country needed a strong leader.

The Vice President said that despite occupying the exalted position of the President of India, Dr. Kalam always remained simple and humble, and treated all those who had worked with him or become acquainted with him with affection and warmth.

The Vice President said that he had met Kalam a few times in his role as President of India.

He further said that the "People's President", as Kalam was called, had advised school children and journalists to dream big, dream and reach for the sky.
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He said that Kalam had a very good command of English and was a great orator.
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India beat Pakistan 3-1 to finish on top in Pool A

Tennis

Roger Federer cruises to Shanghai Masters title

Doha, Oct 15
India won 3-1 against ehva, finishing as the top pool match of the Two Hockey World Cup at the Doha Hockey Bishamondayan Stadium. Both Pakistan and Japan finished with 2-1 wins but India has qualified for the semi-finals of Super 4. Because of the better goal difference, India has moved to the top of the pool. India came on the score-sheet after Shan scored in the 12th minute to give his side a chance. Muslims had taken a disappointment, Hamere Singh had scored for India in the previous game giving India the lead for 30. India gained the advantage after Pakistan were down to two men when Rashid and Abu Mahmood were shown yellow cards and five minutes to the end of the half. Rashid was made to go forward for a third time but while Mahmood was penalised for-taking the free ball, the Indian strategy of Chinginnesa drew the first blood for India in the 11th minute, giving his side a lead. The second goal against India is already three through to Allahabad in the Super Four round after two convincing wins. Pakistan were surprising held to a 2-2 draw by a competitive and focussed Malaysia at the Twin Ring. It was interesting to note, however, that Pakistan’s win over Malaysia was enough to send India into the last four. The Super Bowl held at the Twin Ring in the first place. On 4-2 and up victory. Defending champion Marquez held off Marquez to win Japanese Grand Prix. Dallas, Oct 15

Mogadishu blasts: Twin bombings, Oct 15

The chief guest distributed the prize to the winners. Dr. K. Pandy, SMS (Ag) proposed the vote of thanks and highlighted the role of women in the society. The prizes were presented to the students of the institution.
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The extent of the injury is under investigation.